
Notes on Travelling. 
 
Someone commented on difficulties of moving: «two moves are equal to one house 

on fire». 
It is my fifth move. I acknowledge some benefits gained from such experience. Real 

time outlays shrink to 3-4 days, including investigation of companies, sorting out goods 
at home, disposal of stuff and actual packing. Thus, when I need to get rid of some 
‘precious’ things it becomes easier and easier to handle.  

Giving out favorite items is not an issue anymore. Things come and go. Skills and 
experience stay with you forever. 

 
When all boxes are packed, a flat becomes empty and roomy, and light and cheerful 

feeling comes into the heart, which anticipates new adventure, new apartments, new 
unpacking and settling down. A few days of full freedom are ahead. Freedom of buying 
anything is in my total possession now. I can enjoy a good dinner and a last walk 
around the city. No anger, no frustration, just peace and joy. The blue sky is bluer than 
ever, the sun shines brighter and friendlier... Uncertainty of the coming future does not 
bother at all. 

 
Of course, the financial side of such moving requires some attention, especially if it 

is necessary to transport much stuff. Cargo gets heavier while a purse becomes 
significantly lighter. However, you get used to it and then just include it as an inevitable 
payment for the pleasure of living in an exotic place. 

 
Experienced backpackers would laugh over such moving. They know how to pack  

20 kg in a sack to live a half a year in Asia on budget. But it is just another style of life. 
They do not work, they travel. And a non-stop traveling has other values and aims. 

 
To settle down in a new city, to learn roads, to buy a car or to accustom to public 

transport, to adapt to a new rhythm of life, to find shops, to buy (again and again) all 
the same kitchen stuff (plates, pans, a toaster) and create minimum of comfort in a flat, 
which will be your home for next two years, and to start your everyday life: to go to 
work, to cook food, to read books, to watch movies, to go out with new friends... And, 
beside that, to explore a new city, new culture, to accept or reject, to have a new set of 
problems which differ from the previous country… To find that some of your hard-
earned knowledge is not applicable here... But you have knowledge of where and how 
to search for the solution. 

 
All this differs from carefree life of backpackers. But who can judge which is better 

or more interesting -everyday life, work and communication with locals or moving 
from place to place and absorbing new and exciting world? You either see more or 
penetrate deeper.  

It is up to you, traveller! 
 
So far I am going home. Whether for a long time or not I do not know. It depends. 

Will see. Even with all my love to exotic life it is pleasure to have some rest at a haunt. 
 
Have a good summer! 


